
MICRO QUANTUM STREAM WIRELESS
LIGHTNING BLACK
Wearable wireless streaming microphone for lighting

connection

REF : HA-JBLSTRMWLLGHTBLK

EAN : 1200130008887

EXISTS IN : BLACK

DESCRIPTION :

Record, stream, and create content from anywhere. The JBL Quantum Stream Wireless with Lightning dongle for Apple

devices is a versatile, agile microphone with an omnidirectional pattern that picks up high quality sound from every

direction. The lightweight, clip-on design is super comfortable. Yet it still delivers clear recordings with adjustable

environmental noise cancellation and the optional furry windshiels for windy conditions. Adjustable mic gain makes it easy

to record in any environment, and a mute button with an LED indicator means you’ll never forget when you’re not on-mic.

All this, plus it’s compatible with the powerful JBL Headphones app so you can fully customize how you sound. Take your

show on the road with the JBL Quantum Stream Wireless.

STRENGTHS :

Plug and play

Crystal clear recordings

Adjustable mic gain

24 hours of recording time, plus speed charge

Customizable with the JBL Headphones App

Windscreen for noise reduction

Reliable recordings

Charge while streaming

CHARACTERISTICS :

General Specifications

Power supply: 5V = 1A

Microphone Specification



Type: Condensor microphone

Polar patterns: Omnidirectional

Frequency response: 20 Hz -20 kHz

Dynamic range: 86 dB @ 1 kHz

Sensitivity: -36 dBV/Pa@1kHz

Maximum SPL: 100 dB SPL (1kHz @ 1m) dBu

Bit depth: 16 bit

Sample rate with ENC off: 48 kHz

Sample rate with ENC on: 16 kHz

Control and Connection Specifications

Equivalent noise: 22 dBA

2.4GHz Wireless transmitter frequency range: 2.046 GHz - 2.474 GHz

2.4GHz Wireless transmitter modulation: GFSK

2.4GHz Wireless transmitter power: < 10dBm (EIRP)

Maximum operation temperature: 45°C

Dimension Specifications

Microphone: 11.2 g / 0.025 lbs

Dongle: 6.6 g / 0.015 lbs

Charging case: 47.4 g / 0.104 lbs

Battery Specifications

Microphone battery type: Lithium-ion polymer (130 mAh / 3.85 V)

Charging case battery type: Lithium-ion polymer (550 mAh / 3.7 V)

Charging time: 2 hrs from empty

Recording time (ENC on/off):

Up to 6 hrs


